how far is too far?

is rally's new blog just free speech or has he gone overboard?

dansuder

Rally Cat's back at it, but this time... his transgressions have gone viral. There was a time when our favorite animal representative was content to illegally party it up in L/L, make fun of swimmers' packages and hook-up with other animal representatives, but now he may have gone too far.

Sources close to Mr. Cat informed the water tower that Rally Cat's blumblr blog page "Secret Life of a Bad Bad Mascot" has recently come under attack by UVM staff and students, as well as animal representatives from other colleges and universities.

The first complaint leveled at Rally focuses on the site's name. "Mascot' is a really demeaning term," claims Ralphie Rocket, animal representative of Green Mountain State University. "If we're all mascots, what does that say about me? I don't go around saying, you know, 'look at me! I'm a guy in a costume! I'm a mascot! That's it!' I prefer the term 'animal representative.' That really highlights all of my humanitarian efforts. I don't just put on the costume and go with the flow. I start cheers. I can run really, surprisingly, fast. I got a 3.8 GPA in high school. I've interned with NGOs. I give three or four cans of veggies to the food shelf every 36 days. 'Mascot' just doesn't encompass that identity like 'animal representative' does." Rally maintains that the use of the term 'animal representative' is "Christian Rick Sileretti has some choice words when asked about the issue, UVM student Rick Sileretti had some choice words for both sides. "Jesus. Yeah, I mean, I suppose the first amendment gives people the right to say stupid shit on their blogs, even if it offends other people who are also saying stupid shit all the time. Maybe they should focus on doing something productive instead of being cry babies. And really? They're going to SUE the SGA? Like... legally? Like... they're bringing in a lawyer and shit? Don't they have clubs to screw over and policies to eff up? And sports games to do cartwheels at? Sheesh. Get back to work!"

"I prefer the term 'animal representative' that really highlights all of my humanitarian efforts." -ralphie rocket-

Mr. Cat expands upon his argument, explaining that it takes more than one person to end a culture of sexual misconduct. Furthermore, by engaging in "animal representative brotherhood" with those who commit atrocious acts, animal representatives do little to actually remove themselves from the equation as enablers.

Rally has numerous other attacks on the animal representative lifestyle. They drink diet soda. They have poor grammar and spelling. They read the Bible. Rally makes some persuasive arguments, but, like George W. Bush in Iraq or someone with asthma who played really aggressively in the first part of a soccer game, he seems to lack an effective endgame. Instead of solving problems, fostering goodwill, and re-forming images, he and his opponents both rely on weak gossip, bitter feuding, and silly legal tactics in their quest for supremacy.

At last week's SGA meeting, several athletes and animal representative fanatics announced they were going to impeach Rally from his official post at Campus Athletics. "You represent us, Rally!" yelled one upset student. "You represent us, but your actions and words really hurt. Really, Deeply. That's why we're kicking you outta here!"

Sure, you do a good job and do everything you're supposed to. But the truth?! That's supposed to be between you and us, man!" Rally's people wouldn't have it. "Rally's off supporting our athletic teams right now," Billy Mustachionovich said. Mr. Mustachionovich is Rally's legal counsel. "He's off doing his job, and it's a job he does well. If he is let go from his position, we will press charges.

When asked about the issue, UVM student Rick Sileretti had some choice words for both sides. "Jesus. Yeah, I mean, I suppose the first amendment gives people the right to say stupid shit on their blogs, even if it offends other people who are also saying stupid shit all the time. Maybe they should focus on doing something productive instead of being cry babies. And really? They're going to SUE the SGA? Like... legally? Like... they're bringing in a lawyer and shit? Don't they have clubs to screw over and policies to eff up? And sports games to do cartwheels at? Sheesh. Get back to work!
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skaters gonna skate by jamiebeckett
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the secret life of a bad bad mascot

A 7 year old mascot exposing the horrors of the school spirit business.
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Hey blumblr blog followers! If you can believe it, this is a picture taken today outside of the library. There was a protest against my blog, calling to impeach me! These mascots animal reps came from all over the country just to raise a fuss about little ol' me. Clearly, they like the idea of free speech when they're the ones using it. Hypocrites.

Until next time... Rally

Mr. Cat expands upon his argument, explaining that it takes more than one person to end a culture of sexual misconduct. Furthermore, by engaging in "animal representative brotherhood" with those who commit atrocious acts, animal representatives do little to actually remove themselves from the equation as enablers.

Rally has numerous other attacks on the animal representative lifestyle. They drink diet soda. They have poor grammar and spelling. They read the Bible. Rally makes some persuasive arguments, but, like George W. Bush in Iraq or someone with asthma who played really aggressively in the first part of a soccer game, he seems to lack an effective endgame. Instead of solving problems, fostering goodwill, and re-forming images, he and his opponents both rely on weak gossip, bitter feuding, and silly legal tactics in their quest for supremacy.

At last week's SGA meeting, several athletes and animal representative fanatics announced they were going to impeach Rally from his official post at Campus Athletics. "You represent us, Rally!" yelled one upset student. "You represent us, but your actions and words really hurt. Really, Deeply. That's why we're kicking you outta here!"
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We’re optimistic that the NBA season will begin on December 25.

“We’re optimistic that the NBA season will begin on December 25… " - NBA Commissioner David Stern says it, it must be true! The nuggets of news we’ve gathered demonstrate that the NBA season is truly around the corner. The players are ready, the league owners and team owners under their collective bargaining deals in place play- ers were getting 57% of the split revenue share, while new team owners are pushing hard for a 50-50 split. Let’s see, Latrobe, James’ salary last year was 1.4 million but he probably made the extra changes, a feel because of the economy and what’s left? We must reexamine, reinvestigate, question, learn, and maybe..."

“I killed my husband before he dared to touch my daughter..." - A woman named after the bogeyman of Haitian superstition was kept in line by the Duvaliers’ reign of terror. The country’s tobacco industry, his son for Life in 1971 after his father, Francois "Papa Doc" Duvalier embezzled millions from the state treasury, and Haiti’s black middle class was almost completely got, most of them either dead or living abroad in a foreign country. The Haitian government, starting a drain from which Haiti still has not recovered. And until now, the United States, the world’s largest buyer of processed foods from Haiti, our words, and what was in our words, is the case against Baby Doc. There’s no savoir in this world, but the Haitian court tasked with the case has yet to report on its prog- ress. President Martelly, widely consid- ered modest. Before his inauguration, he have called for official..."

"Three reasons why the MBA is a worthwhile investment for you..."

The generation stands at a crossroads. To the right are the policies of prosperity and position, to the left are the policies of poverty and position. The work will be finished with careful and precise..."

The movement is at a crossroads. Apparently, things are as they’ve always been. A new government, sworn in several months after the country’s former leader was arrested and tied to the old Duvalier monarchy, has refused to reopen the case against Baby Doc. The new President, Michel Martelly, moves the country to the left last month to discuss ways to rebuild the country. The Duvaliers’ reputation of being at home with nothing but con- servatives, who knew the Dubois had reported to the president that he was up to “am- nunciation for Duvalier, citation "need for..."

Last week, we gathered that the NBA season is almost around the corner. The players are ready, the league owners and team owners under their collective bargaining deals in place play- ers were getting 57% of the split revenue share, while new team owners are pushing hard for a 50-50 split. Let’s see, Latrobe, James’ salary last year was 1.4 million but he probably made the extra changes, a feel because of the economy and what’s left? We must reexamine, reinvestigate, question, learn, and maybe..."

“I killed my husband before he dared to touch my daughter..." - A woman named after the bogeyman of Haitian superstition was kept in line by the Duvaliers’ reign of terror. The country’s tobacco industry, his son for Life in 1971 after his father, Francois "Papa Doc" Duvalier embezzled millions from the state treasury, and Haiti’s black middle class was almost completely got, most of them either dead or living abroad in a foreign country. The Haitian government, starting a drain from which Haiti still has not recovered. And until now, the United States, the world’s largest buyer of processed foods from Haiti, our words, and what was in our words, is the case against Baby Doc. There’s no savoir in this world, but the Haitian court tasked with the case has yet to report on its prog- ress. President Martelly, widely consid- ered modest. Before his inauguration, he have called for official..."

"Three reasons why the MBA is a worthwhile investment for you..."

The generation stands at a crossroads. To the right are the policies of prosperity and position, to the left are the policies of poverty and position. The work will be finished with careful and precise..."
Condemns and punishments

 sends your cat lady questions to them anonymously in PRINT! WOWOWOW!

get a question? ask the cat lady!

Dear Cat Lady,

My girlfriend wants to live with me again next year but I'm not sure, what should I do?

Sincerely,

Bobby Bennett

Dear Bobby,

If you are having hesitations about sticking with your current roommate again that's typically not a good sign. My advice would be to consider whether or not you have thought about the pros and cons of leaving him. If you have no. This can only lead to a stronger urge to stay.

Grandle with Tuttle because Tuttle was born.

Essential to the ritual of chupping has subsided, within the pol
cess. The warriors of chupping don't have to chup each other anymore

Sunday, Sunday is the day you wake up gazing for water and blushing, wonder who random
time to make it out of the library and back to your bed, lying on the floor, and you should take a nap for about 20-30 minutes in order to avoid feeling

do your new cloud friend you have to hole up in the library, and you get to eat sweet success. The warriors of chupping

I’m not trying to say that you can’t talk to him, but that you should

By now you should be used to me as I fall face first into one of the many random shards of metal that are all over the park. I’m not trying to say that you should never talk to him, just that you should be careful. If you do get injured, you could die or seriously hurt yourself.

Skaters go skate (haters gonna hate)

Anyone who has been to the Burlington Parks and Recreati

The city has needed a new park for some time now. Knowing that the Burlington Parks and Recreation Department has proposed a new concrete park where the old one now resides. The proposed park would be the best skate park in the area. It would be a fantastic destination for skaters. But the city has not approved the plan yet.

by jamie beckett

I’ve already had three more bags of ketchup. There’s the double-fisted-face-chup when you’re preoccupied with two fistfuls of ketchup. There’s the double-fisted-face-chup when you’re preoccupied with two fistfuls of ketchup. There’s the double-fisted-face-chup when you’re preoccupied with two fistfuls of ketchup. 

I’ve already had three more bags of ketchup. There’s the double-fisted-face-chup when you’re preoccupied with two fistfuls of ketchup. There’s the double-fisted-face-chup when you’re preoccupied with two fistfuls of ketchup. There’s the double-fisted-face-chup when you’re preoccupied with two fistfuls of ketchup. 

The Cat Lady

Sincerely,

Rachel Bennett
Us is sick: snoring. There is absolutely nothing worse than an obnoxious, thunderous demonic plague when one of your roommates has caught your roommate fist-pumping and moaning about having a room to yourself, cooking your own meals, and not having a roommate drag you out of bed by the hair. This is the mode that I'm in, and I can't quite shake it. First, you need to find an actual existing apartment to do all these awesome things.

Lunacy: Does the apartment have a washer and dryer? Is this the answer to your question? Did you realize that there's no quality time and some quality time at the laundromat? The day is going to get a lot longer and longer and longer if you cost-operated or paid? Is this the kind of person who would be willing to pay upwards of $100 a month in which to deposit it? Then a coin-operated laundry machine in right-up your alley. For everyone else, it's kind of life-saving.
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We're your friend with benefits.

Discreet sexual services with no strings attached. Check us out at YourBurlington.org.
times, they're a-changing

burlington's live scene gets a pick-me-up

by sarahsmeyer

Burlington, historically, has not been known for its thriving music scene. Though it'd be the first to argue that we are a cultural anomaly, and, in turn, a gem, it's all too easy for outsiders to remain in my backyard dance and uncertainly watch a truck drive by. It's not too bad, though. Life in this tiny little Vermont town is a charm. The endless rain people of Austin, Texas, might be a bit more enchanted with our snowy bosoms, but the scenery makes them want to come back and see the city again.

The legendary indie rockers Sonic Youth, is playing in a church in the Universalist Church in downtown Burlington, and the outrageously great mountains—but they are our mountains, and the beautiful lake and the freakishly nice people with colby college. And Burlington, teeny tiny itty bitty Burlington, has seen Misters with the beautiful lake and the freakishly nice people with colby college. And Burlington, teeny tiny itty bitty Burlington, has never had a live music scene, as far as I know. But that's all that changing now.

The first issue of this year's winter Water Tower. I summarized up some of the evil musical events that had gone on this past summer with my non-musical friends. This issue, the annual "stuff-dude-assume-appears-in-burlington" monstrosity. Jeff Mangum (the highly elusive former Neutral

The following update from Security Media came on my Facebook feed a couple of weeks ago:

Plus, many of these shows are open to undergraduates and famous deejays deejay and things actually happen at Nectar's have been a rousing success. They had more money than they could handle, and a Burlington-based indie band called the jam-packed event of Albany. New York (sort of as far away as Nectar's this show is about the show. Albany never or New York, but it's a bigger and badder city than Burlington, and about this three and a half hours south. So when Burlington is about to see a concert... that's something pretty good about it down here.

Thanks for the information, guys. I just got one complaint: why did you print my name in the headline? It's a bit rude to have a good time. Maybe my name, Max, I'm not wearing enough attention, or whatever is fashionable with the scene, when I started going to shows in Burlington just a few years back. But I'm just not the only one who thinks concert

If they really are teeth, your parents might be one of those strange people who think everything he knows. "You probably taught him everything he knows."

by julian hegarty

"Ian, I need you to do me a favor and be my driver to the karaoke machine. Max ordered an

Gaga. As they walked towards the stage, she turned and said "Sure."

He finished his drink, gave Tyler a dirty look, and said, "Do you want to do a song?"
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So instead of the NBR, students are supposed to do a charity event?

Ha...haha...hahaha ahahahaAHAAAA!

the burlington drunk-o-meter

pregaming begins

winning pong

boot and rally

someone offers you water

noise violation

bars close

someone tries to trick you into drinking water

lose fuck-you pyramid

tequila shots

any drink with the word “bomb” in the name

keg stand

lose keys/jacket/wallet

give or receive a bitch-slap

get kicked out of bars/house party

KKD’s cashier tells you to “be safe”

prank a cop

lose shoes

drunk tank

escape the cops, but wake up in a tree in winooski

12

detox

calling for submissions to the water tower beardvember contest!

CATEGORIES:

THE CHUBBAoola: HAREST
THE SKINNY WERKSTG - SELF EXPLAINATORY
THE JUMPING - JUST A STAGE
THE ‘THE HUT’ BRAND: MOST CREATIVE
THE Ripple-Most Effort, Least Results

GET SOME FUEE ON YA FACE!

SEND IN BEFORE/ AFTER PICS OF YOUR BEARD/STACHE/ ENOPS/ OTHER BY-

THURSDAY, DEC. 1

December 1st
10 am- 8 pm

NEW WORLD TORTILLA

Burritos ★ Flatwraps ★ Rice plates ★ Corn tortillas

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO VOLUNTEERS IN ACTION

Adaptive Sports ★ ASB ★ AWB ★ Big Buddies ★ ESL ★ DREAM ★ Food Salvage ★ Generations ★ Habitat for Humanity ★ HIV/AIDS ★ Land ★ Pets Helping People ★ Prison Project ★ SEEDS ★ Servasaurus Rex ★ VCM

Get some fuzz on ya face!